Powering the Drivers of the Future – Frank Hawley’s Drag Racing School Teams with NeSmith Performance
In its continued quest to provide only the absolute best for each and every driver that attends Frank Hawley’s Drag
Racing School, school owner and instructor Frank Hawley is pleased to announce the new partnership with NeSmith
Performance Parts in Claxton, Georgia.
“We are thrilled to start our relationship with
NeSmith,” Hawley said. “They are the largest GM
Performance Parts dealer around and with this
partnership we will continue to utilize the 572 cubic
inch crate motor in all our Super Class cars.”
The motor Hawley is referring to is none other than
the most powerful GM Performance Parts big block
available, the ZZ572/720R. With 720 HP and 685 LBFT of torque, the ZZ572/720R is built with the best
parts in the industry, including a 4340 forged steel
crankshaft and high-flow rectangular port aluminum
heads.
"At our school, it is imperative for us to have good reliable,
powerful cars for our students and of course that starts with the
engines that we run. We have an incredible track record with the
572 with literally thousands of runs on the engines without any
failures. We could not be more pleased with the performance of
these engines. And NeSmith truly understands the needs of the
racer. They have a huge inventory so they can ship to racers on
very short notice. NeSmith will ship anywhere in the country and
also offers amazing prices,” Hawley added.
Offering the full line of GM Performance Parts for nearly two decades, NeSmith Performance Parts is excited about the
new partnership with Frank Hawley’s Drag Racing School.
“We were able to visit their main facility in Gainesville, Florida and it was impressive,” said David Anderson, Parts
Director for NeSmith Performance. “I think this is going to be a really good thing for us. I know that a lot of folks come to
this school to learn and to take advantage of all of Frank’s drag racing knowledge.”
“As a GM Performance Parts dealer, we can help the drivers coming out of the school in many ways and in many cases
with next day parts service,” he added.
NeSmith Performance Parts (www.nesmithnow.com) showcases their complete parts catalog on their website and parts
specialist may be reached at 877-497-3624.
For more information on all courses and locations available for Frank Hawley’s Drag Racing School, visit the school’s
website – www.frankhawley.com or call 866-480-7223.

